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Radiometry and Light TransportRadiometry and Light Transport

COS 526, Fall 2010COS 526, Fall 2010

OverviewOverview

•• Rendering equationRendering equation

•• RadiometryRadiometry

•• Local light transportLocal light transport

•• Definition of BRDFDefinition of BRDF

•• BRDF properties and common BRDFsBRDF properties and common BRDFs

Rendering EquationRendering Equation

•• Compute radiance in outgoing direction by Compute radiance in outgoing direction by 

integrating reflections over all incoming directionsintegrating reflections over all incoming directions

Rendering EquationRendering Equation

•• Compute radiance in outgoing direction by Compute radiance in outgoing direction by 

integrating reflections over all incoming directionsintegrating reflections over all incoming directions

Rendering EquationRendering Equation

•• Compute radiance in outgoing direction by Compute radiance in outgoing direction by 

integrating reflections over all incoming directionsintegrating reflections over all incoming directions

Radiometric UnitsRadiometric Units

•• Light is a form of energyLight is a form of energy

–– Measured in Joules (J)Measured in Joules (J)

•• Power: energy per unit timePower: energy per unit time

–– Measured in Joules/sec = Watts (W)Measured in Joules/sec = Watts (W)

–– Also called Radiant Flux (Also called Radiant Flux (ΦΦ))
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Isotropic Point SourceIsotropic Point Source

•• Radiant flux leaves point source in all directionsRadiant flux leaves point source in all directions

•• Flux distributed evenly over sphereFlux distributed evenly over sphere

Point Light Source in a DirectionPoint Light Source in a Direction

•• How to define radiant flux for one direction?How to define radiant flux for one direction?

–– Solid angleSolid angle

Solid angle Solid angle ddωω

Digression Digression –– Solid AngleSolid Angle

•• Angle in Angle in radiansradians

•• Solid angle in Solid angle in steradianssteradians

Area Area AA
Solid angle Solid angle ωω = = AA//rr22

Length Length ll
Angle Angle θθ = = ll//rr

Point Light Source in a DirectionPoint Light Source in a Direction

•• How to define radiant flux for one direction?How to define radiant flux for one direction?
–– Solid angleSolid angle

•• IrradianceIrradiance (E) = radiant flux per unit solid angle(E) = radiant flux per unit solid angle
–– Measured in Watts per steradian (W/sr)Measured in Watts per steradian (W/sr)

Area Area dAdA
Solid angle Solid angle ddωω = = dAdA//rr22

Light Falling on a Surface from a DirectionLight Falling on a Surface from a Direction

•• Power per unit area Power per unit area –– IrradianceIrradiance (E)(E)
–– Measured in W/mMeasured in W/m22

•• Move surface away from lightMove surface away from light
–– Inverse square law: E ~ 1/rInverse square law: E ~ 1/r22

•• Tilt surface away from lightTilt surface away from light
–– Cosine law: E ~ Cosine law: E ~ nn · · ll

Why the Cosine Term?Why the Cosine Term?

•• Foreshortening is by cosine of angle.Foreshortening is by cosine of angle.

•• Radiance gives energy by Radiance gives energy by effectiveeffective surface area.surface area.

d cosθ

d

θ
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Light Falling on a Surface from a DirectionLight Falling on a Surface from a Direction

AA

Light Falling on a Surface from a DirectionLight Falling on a Surface from a Direction

ΙΙ

ωω

AA

Light Falling on a Surface from a DirectionLight Falling on a Surface from a Direction

r

ΙΙ

AA

Light Emitted from a Surface in a DirectionLight Emitted from a Surface in a Direction

•• Power per unit area per unit solid angle Power per unit area per unit solid angle ––

Radiance Radiance (L)(L)

–– Measured in W/mMeasured in W/m22/sr/sr

–– Projected areaProjected area –– perpendicular to given directionperpendicular to given direction

ddωω

dAdA ωθ r
ddA

d
L

cos

Φ=

Irradiance from RadianceIrradiance from Radiance

•• coscosθθ ddωω is projection of a differential areais projection of a differential area

ωθ dLcosE ∫
Ω

=

Radiance as a unit of measureRadiance as a unit of measure

•• Radiance doesn’t change with distanceRadiance doesn’t change with distance

–– Therefore it’s the quantity we want to measure in a Therefore it’s the quantity we want to measure in a 

ray tracer.ray tracer.

•• Radiance proportional to what a sensor Radiance proportional to what a sensor 

(camera, eye) measures.(camera, eye) measures.

–– Therefore it’s what we want to output.Therefore it’s what we want to output.
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ImagingImaging

SurfaceSurface LensLens Image PlaneImage Plane
(film, CCD)(film, CCD)

ImagingImaging

Area Area AAsurfsurf

Radiance LRadiance L
Area Area AAapertureaperture

ddsurfsurf

ImagingImaging

Area Area AAsurfsurf

Radiance LRadiance L
Area Area AAapertureaperture Area Area AAimgimg

ddimgimgddsurfsurf

ImagingImaging

•• Punch line: cameras “see” radiancePunch line: cameras “see” radiance

Depends onlyDepends only
on cameraon camera

Surface Reflectance Surface Reflectance –– BRDFBRDF

•• Reflected radiance is proportional to incoming Reflected radiance is proportional to incoming 

flux and to irradiance (incident power per unit flux and to irradiance (incident power per unit 

area).area).

)()( irr dEdL ωω rr ∝

Surface Reflectance Surface Reflectance –– BRDFBRDF

•• Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution FunctionBidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

•• 44--dimensional function: also written asdimensional function: also written as

(the symbol (the symbol ρ ρ is also used sometimes)is also used sometimes)
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Surface Reflectance Surface Reflectance –– BRDFBRDF
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Properties of the BRDFProperties of the BRDF

•• Energy conservation:Energy conservation:

•• Helmholtz reciprocity:Helmholtz reciprocity:

(not always obeyed by “BRDFs” used in graphics)(not always obeyed by “BRDFs” used in graphics)

IsotropyIsotropy

•• A BRDF is isotropic if it stays the same when A BRDF is isotropic if it stays the same when 

surface is rotated around normalsurface is rotated around normal

•• Isotropic BRDFs are 3Isotropic BRDFs are 3--dimesional functions:dimesional functions:

AnisotropyAnisotropy

•• Anisotropic BRDFs Anisotropic BRDFs dodo depend on surface rotationdepend on surface rotation

BRDF RepresentationsBRDF Representations

•• PhysicallyPhysically--based vs. phenomenological modelsbased vs. phenomenological models

•• Measured dataMeasured data

•• Desired characteristics:Desired characteristics:

–– Fast to evaluateFast to evaluate

–– Maintain reciprocity, energy conservationMaintain reciprocity, energy conservation

–– For global illumination: easy to importance sampleFor global illumination: easy to importance sample

DiffuseDiffuse

•• The simplest BRDF is “ideal diffuse” or The simplest BRDF is “ideal diffuse” or 

LambertianLambertian: just a constant: just a constant

•• Note: does Note: does notnot include cos(include cos(θθi i ))
–– Remember definition of irradianceRemember definition of irradiance
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Diffuse BRDFDiffuse BRDF

•• Assume BRDF reflects a fraction Assume BRDF reflects a fraction ρρ of lightof light

•• The quantity The quantity ρρ is called the albedois called the albedo

Ideal MirrorIdeal Mirror

•• All light incident from one direction is reflectedAll light incident from one direction is reflected

into anotherinto another

•• BRDF is zero everywhere except whereBRDF is zero everywhere except where

Ideal MirrorIdeal Mirror

•• To conserve energy,To conserve energy,

•• So, BRDF is a delta function at direction of ideal So, BRDF is a delta function at direction of ideal 

mirror reflectionmirror reflection

Glossy ReflectionGlossy Reflection

•• NonNon--ideal specular reflectionideal specular reflection

•• Most light reflected Most light reflected nearnear ideal mirror directionideal mirror direction

Phong BRDFPhong BRDF

•• Phenomenological model for glossy reflectionPhenomenological model for glossy reflection

•• Exponent Exponent nn determines width of specular lobedetermines width of specular lobe

•• Constant Constant kkss determines size of lobedetermines size of lobe

ll is a vector to the light sourceis a vector to the light source
rr is the direction of mirror reflectionis the direction of mirror reflection

TorranceTorrance--Sparrow BRDFSparrow BRDF

•• PhysicallyPhysically--based BRDF modelbased BRDF model

–– Originally used in the physics communityOriginally used in the physics community

–– Adapted by Cook & Torrance and Blinn for graphicsAdapted by Cook & Torrance and Blinn for graphics

•• Assume surface consists of tiny “microfacets”Assume surface consists of tiny “microfacets”

with mirror reflection off eachwith mirror reflection off each
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TorranceTorrance--Sparrow BRDFSparrow BRDF

•• DD term is distribution of microfacetsterm is distribution of microfacets

(i.e., how many are pointing in each direction)(i.e., how many are pointing in each direction)

•• Beckmann distributionBeckmann distribution

ββ is angle between is angle between nn and and hh
hh is halfway between is halfway between ll and and vv
mm is “roughness” parameteris “roughness” parameter

ll
nn

hh

vv

TorranceTorrance--Sparrow BRDFSparrow BRDF

•• GG term accounts for selfterm accounts for self--shadowingshadowing

TorranceTorrance--Sparrow BRDFSparrow BRDF

•• FF term is Fresnel term term is Fresnel term –– reflection from an ideal smooth reflection from an ideal smooth 

surface (solution of Maxwell’s equations)surface (solution of Maxwell’s equations)

•• Consequence: most surfaces reflect (much) more Consequence: most surfaces reflect (much) more 

strongly near grazing anglesstrongly near grazing angles

MetalMetal
(note behavior at Brewster’s angle)(note behavior at Brewster’s angle)

DielectricDielectric

Other BRDF FeaturesOther BRDF Features

•• BRDFs for dusty surfaces scatter light towards BRDFs for dusty surfaces scatter light towards 

grazing anglesgrazing angles

Other BRDF FeaturesOther BRDF Features

•• Retroreflection: strong reflectionRetroreflection: strong reflection

back towards the light sourceback towards the light source

•• Can arise from bumpy diffuse surfacesCan arise from bumpy diffuse surfaces

•• … or from corner reflectors… or from corner reflectors

Beyond BRDFsBeyond BRDFs

•• So far, have assumed 4D BRDFSo far, have assumed 4D BRDF

•• Function of wavelength: 5DFunction of wavelength: 5D

•• Fluorescence (absorb at one wavelength,Fluorescence (absorb at one wavelength,

emit at another): 6Demit at another): 6D

•• Phosphorescence (absorb now, emit later): 7DPhosphorescence (absorb now, emit later): 7D

•• Temporal dependence: 8DTemporal dependence: 8D

•• Spatial dependence: 10DSpatial dependence: 10D

•• Subsurface scattering: 12DSubsurface scattering: 12D

•• PolarizationPolarization

•• Wave optics effects (diffraction, interference)Wave optics effects (diffraction, interference)

•• ……

“Cross product” of two plenoptic functions“Cross product” of two plenoptic functions
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Radiometric and Photometric UnitsRadiometric and Photometric Units

Radiant energyRadiant energy

Joule (J)Joule (J)

Luminous energyLuminous energy

TalbotTalbot

Radiant flux or power (F)Radiant flux or power (F)

Watt (W) = J / secWatt (W) = J / sec

Luminous powerLuminous power

Lumen (lm) = talbot / sec = cdLumen (lm) = talbot / sec = cd ·· srsr

Radiant intensity (I)Radiant intensity (I)

W / srW / sr

Luminous intensityLuminous intensity

Candela (cd)Candela (cd)

Irradiance (E)Irradiance (E)

W / mW / m22

IlluminanceIlluminance

Lux = lm / mLux = lm / m22

Radiance (L)Radiance (L)

W / mW / m2 2 / sr/ sr

LuminanceLuminance

Nit = lm / mNit = lm / m22 / sr/ sr

Radiosity (B)Radiosity (B)

W / mW / m22

LuminosityLuminosity

Lux = lm / mLux = lm / m22


